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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
for the implementation of a European Concerted Research Action
designated as
COST Action IS0704
AN INTEROPERABLE SUPRANATIONAL INFRASTRUCTURE FOR DIGITAL
EDITIONS (INTEREDITION)

The Parties to this Memorandum of Understanding, declaring their common intention to participate
in the concerted Action referred to above and described in the Technical Annex to the
Memorandum, have reached the following understanding:
1.

The Action will be carried out in accordance with the provisions of document COST 299/06
"Rules and Procedures for Implementing COST Actions" (or in any new document amending
or replacing it), the contents of which the Parties are fully aware of.

2.

The main objective of the Action is to produce a ‘roadmap’ or ‘manual’ conceptualizing the
development of a technical infrastructure for collaborative digital preparing, editing,
publishing, analyzing and visualizing of literary research materials.

3.

The economic dimension of the activities carried out under the Action has been estimated, on
the basis of information available during the planning of the Action, at 9 million EUR in 2007
prices.

4.

The Memorandum of Understanding will take effect on being accepted by at least five Parties.

5.

The Memorandum of Understanding will remain in force for a period of four years calculated
from the date of the first meeting of the Management Committee, unless the duration of the
Action is modified according to the provisions of Chapter V of the document referred to in
Point 1 above.
________________
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TECHNICAL ANNEX
A. ABSTRACT AND KEYWORDS
There is a great need for international cooperation in the development of tools for scholarly digital
editing and analysis of literary material. Research groups from individual institutes exchange
research results through conferences and journals and report on their methodological advances, but
these results and advances often cannot be scientifically verified or tested because the used
hardware and software is not available to or easy to use by other researchers. A shared technical
infrastructure for the preparation, editing, publishing, analysis and visualization of literary material
does not exist. This Action aims to form an international Management Committee of researchers
that have a thorough experience in electronic editing and digital text analysis for scholarly purposes
in a national context. A series of meetings will be called for researchers in the field of literary
research and information technology to meet on the topic of a shared supranational networked
infrastructure for digital scholarly editing and analysis. The Action will deliver a roadmap for the
implementation of such an infrastructure.
Keywords: tools development, interoperability, usability, scholarly cooperation and collaboration,
scholarly digital infrastructure

B. BACKGROUND
B.1 General background
The area the Action concentrates on is literary research. This is the scholarly study of the form and
function of literature and texts in their cultural context. (The closely related discipline of linguistics
takes (spoken) language as its subject matter). Literary phenomena are studied in a perspective of
international reception and context as a long standing tradition. Comparative literary studies
research literary developments as supranational phenomena. A plethora of international bodies
exists bound by a common well defined literary research subject.
With the advent of the internet the possibilities of putting literary research materials on the web
became apparent and the added value of digitized and digitally shared material for literary research
and researchers was quickly acknowledged. Early explorers of the new possibilities for scholarly
editing and research in the digital era, like Peter Robinson and Jerome McGann, delivered
groundbreaking work by theorizing and showing how digital tools could be used to transform
literary research sources and research output into scholarly reliable digital representations for
publication and analysis.
However, the preparation and production of digital editions of literary material in a scholarly
adequate fashion as well as the development of technical infrastructure and software to support
scholarly digital editing has been foremost a concern on an institutional or at most a national level.
The tools and practices developed, like Collate, Anastasia, TUSTEP, Juxta, ARCHway’s EPT etc.,
were often conceived to function on an international scale, but are actually primarily operated
within an institutional context - contrary to the international setting of literary research in general.
Arguably interoperability (which is the possibility to have analysis tools using each other’s
functions and/or output as automated services) and portability of tools (which is the possibility to
put a tool to use for automation within another technical context) have not been a focal point within
the development of tools.
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This situation does not apply solely to the European region. Scholars and research groups from
other regions are also confronted with a lack of an interoperable networked infrastructure for digital
literary research. Canada’s TAPOR-project, for example, is addressing similar interoperability and
infrastructural issues.
As literary research and scholarly editing become ever more international and collaborative
undertakings, the need arises for digital editing and publishing tools that are maintainable,
interoperable and usable on a supranational level. The tools in existence lack in support for
interoperability, grid readiness, usability and maintainability needed to use them as the international
‘hard research infrastructure’ for digital literary research.
This Action will combine the expertise of a number of researchers of different countries in the
larger European region to study the current state of affairs in scholarly digital editing. This Action
will identify the common causes and reasons for the perceived lack of an international digital
infrastructure for digital scholarly editing.
COST by far offers the most appropriate framework for this Action, as it aims to bring together the
existing expertise from different national initiatives in the field of digital scholarly editing. The
Action will foremost provide a platform to combine this existing knowledge and will identify
common issues and problems. On that common basis the Action will then produce a roadmap for
the development of an international shared digital infrastructure for digital scholarly editing. The
Action explicitly tries not to identify a new research area. Instead it will point out the common
issues and problems underlying the current state of affairs in digital scholarly editing. The Action
then will suggest a model to solve these issues in an international cooperation between the
researchers and/or research groups.
A common cause for the apparent non-existence of a shared international infrastructure for digital
scholarly digital editing may be found in the lack of an international organizational body geared
specifically towards this problem. This Action is precisely aimed at instantiating such a body or
platform, built upon existing expertise. As COST is specifically aimed at combining research efforts
from different countries in Europe by initiating platforms for international discourse, it is the
appropriate framework for this Action.
B.2 Current state of knowledge
Momentarily Canada’s TAPOR-project comes closest to - but is still far from - what Interedition
would want to achieve. TAPOR’s aim is to provide an integrated workbench of text analysis tools
by way of a portal. To achieve this TAPOR provides an online interface to a number of tools that in
essence have been around for quite a number of years but did not share formats, programming
languages or technical infrastructure. Although relying on somewhat older computing techniques,
TAPOR cannot be overestimated in its intention and success of integrating a variety of text analysis
tools from different technical and organizational origins.
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As for standardization in format the initiative that has made a considerable and – from a
methodological viewpoint – important advance within the community of literary scholars is the
Text Encoding Initiative (TEI). This initiative laid down the fundamental methodology and
practices for the standardized XML-description of literary works. The TEI-consortium carries its
mission to disseminate good practices in encoding of digital editions out to this very day.
Considering tools for creating digital editions quite a number can be identified, to name but a few:
TUSTEP - TUebingen System of TExt processing Programs (http://www.zdv.unituebingen.de/tustep/tustep_eng.html); The ARCHway Project’s EPT – Edition Production
Technology (http://beowulf.engl.uky.edu/~kiernan/ARCHway/entrance.htm); University of
Virgina’s Juxta (http://www.patacriticism.org/juxta/?page_id=2); Classical Text Editor by the
Commission for Editing the Corpus of the Latin Church Fathers (CSEL,
http://www.oeaw.ac.at/kvk/). The majority of these tools is technically oriented and preoccupied
with the collation and representation of variant texts. Though this is a very valid focus (as different
representants of the same work do reveal much about the origins and intentions of a work), in most
cases it brings along a quite technology oriented approach of the interface of the tools. This
technology oriented window on text obstructs the main body of literary text researchers from using
the tools that could considerably advance their understanding of text and literature.
Over the last 30 years a vast amount of cd-roms, websites, pdf’s etc. etc. have seen the light and
could be enumerated under the label ‘digital edition’. It is impossible to list all in this proposal, as
examples the results of the Canterbury Tales Project (http://www.canterburytalesproject.org/) may
be indicated as well as the Biblioteca Virtual Miguel de Cervantes
(http://www.cervantesvirtual.com/index.jsp). Almost every digital edition in the corpus that could
be compiled relies on its own methodology, techniques, architecture and information carrier.
As far as can been evaluated at this point there has been no state of the art usability research into the
use of all the tools, portals, digital editions etc. that the fore mentioned research has sprouted.
Interedition is innovative in several ways. All tools, formats and applications considered in the
preparation of this Action were originally developed on local infrastructure, and were dependent on
local organizational facilities, knowledge and coding practices. Local practices prevented wide
spread support and usage of the tools. As indicated TAPOR appears to be the first to provide an
integrated toolset on line, but still does this on a centralized local architecture. Interedition wants to
initiate an international collaborative for an investigation of the possibilities of decentralized
development and hosting of tools for the production of digital editions. Interedition’s challenge is to
govern the decentralized development of tools – which means that participating researchers and
developing organizations may use locally preferred computing technique and architecture – by a set
of recommendations and guidelines support by the research community so that the tools developed
may be hosted, operated and further developed on any other distinct part of the shared
infrastructure. In essence this could be summarized as supporting decentralizing technical
approaches to build solutions by finding methodological consensus on an organizational level.
Interedition favors a decentralized approach: decentralized as to where the tools may be built,
decentralized as to where they may be operated. To make this possible, Interedition seeks to
formulate recommendations for protocols for interoperability of tools. In this way the specifics of
implementation are free to local builders, but the general interoperability over a shared network can
still be guaranteed.
To reach these goals Interedition opts for a radical different approach to initiating the development
of solutions. Interedition does not want to prescribe how solutions should be built and by whom.
Rather Interedition will identify key (or core) functionalities and will indicate which functionalities
should interoperate over a shared infrastructure, without prior stating means and method.
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Interedition then asks its associated partners for a best solution trajectory. As developing progresses
on local levels, Interedition only monitors and guards functional interoperability. It does not impose
technical rules or requirements, which are best left to local cooperating developers.
As usability is a general issue to the existing solution, a major role for Interedition monitoring the
cooperation between the associated partners will be in consideration to unbiased and independent
usability tests. In this respect Interedition will be the first initiative that lets development of tools
interact with intended end users (meaning non-technical oriented literary scholars) right from the
outset. This direct involvement of end users monitored by Interedition in the form of concrete
usability studies conducted by an independent associated partner will guard usability for the
indented community of end users at a maximum level.
B.3 Reasons for the Action
The Action is mainly aimed at European scientific technological advance. Its immediate benefits are
information exchange between scholars and programmers working in different countries at digital
scholarly editing, a substantial increase in scientific discussion about methods and techniques, and
the possibility to discuss how to solve present problems. Future benefits will be an expected
increase of scientists making use of digital tools for their scholarly textual editing and literary
analyses, more reliable digital tools through development cooperation; better supportability and
maintainability of the produced programming code and tools through shared knowledge and
methodological approach, a general increase in (international) cooperation on creating digital
editions; an increase in cooperation on the production of edition technology; and a general
advancement in numbers of editions published. The advancement in the number of editions is
expected not only because of the expected growth of users, but also because the tools will be open
to use for any researcher. Scholars working in e.g. "smaller languages" who would otherwise be
limited in publishing their editions in print, can then put their scholarly work on the web,
unhindered by economical criteria where scientific criteria should reign.
The means that are needed for the immediate benefits are the possibility to organize and to attend
international expert meetings to discuss the problem. The means needed for the future benefits are
the roadmap or manual that will be drawn up during the Action.
B.4 Complementarity with other research programmes
The Action has complementarity with the planned projects CLARIN and DARIAH. CLARIN
(Common Language Resources and Technology Infrastructure, http://www.mpi.nl/clarin/) aims to
establish an integrated and interoperable research infrastructure of language resources and its
technology. It focuses on linguistic research, while the Action focuses on textual scholarship and
literary research. The linguistic field is related, but needs a different approach where tools and
infrastructure are concerned. Some tools will be necessary for all fields. It will be useful to contact
CLARIN in an early stage of the Action to check where the projects could benefit from each other.
DARIAH (Digital Research Infrastructure for the Arts and Humanities, http://www.dariah.eu/) will
provide a coordinated infrastructure for supporting preservation of cultural heritage in Europe and
providing access to research material from the humanities. The topic on which to contact DARIAH
in an early stage of the Action may be dissemination, as one of DARIAH’s key processes is to
enhance digital scholarship in the humanities and arts across Europe. Dissemination of the results of
Interedition could well be easily included in integrated dissemination actions.
The HyperNietzsche Project (http://www.hypernietzsche.org/base.html) is a relevant linked project
because it creates a digital infrastructure for the collection of materials concerning one author.
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Interedition will make use of the experiences and expertise of the project. HyperNietzsche users
may be found willing to be end users for the Interedition example tools and in this way provide the
Action with input on which to develop the roadmap.
C. OBJECTIVES AND BENEFITS
C.1 Main/primary objectives
The main objective of the Action is to produce a ‘roadmap’ or ‘manual’ conceptualizing the
development of a technical infrastructure for collaborative digital preparing, editing, publishing,
analyzing and visualizing of literary research materials.
C.2 Secondary objectives
The secondary objectives are
(1) to accompany the roadmap with a set of (at least 5) proof of concept web services functioning as
an example implementation of the technical infrastructure model, this being the best way to show
end users in what ways they will benefit from adhesion to the Roadmap;
(2) the development of concept proposals for additional funding from other funding bodies, to
guarantee development of the tools referred to in the Roadmap and to meet with new parallel
requests by end users from different countries;
(3) attain a wider European involvement with partners from (esp. eastern) European countries which
are up till now not represented in Interedition.
C.3 How will the objectives be achieved?
The paramount condition to attain the primary objective, producing a manual that will be endorsed
by a larger community of scholarly researchers in the field of (digital) literary research, is the
possibility for a sufficiently large number of experts from that field to meet and discuss the concepts
and requirements of the infrastructure. Therefore one objective of the Action should be to create
enough occasions for such researchers, as members of the Management Committee or a Working
Group, to meet on this subject. These meetings should also include a number of IT-researchers,
well-informed on the particular needs of the literary research community, to guide and support the
literary domain experts in inferring viable technical recommendations.
The secondary objectives will be the prime goals of three of the work packages, cf. the description
under E.

C.4 Benefits of the Action
The Roadmap or Manual that will be delivered should describe an interoperability protocol for on
line services that support collaborative scholarly editing and publishing. The manual will also
describe a development and maintenance strategy for tools delivered to the infrastructure and will
include research results addressing the usability issues specific to a digital literary research
environment. The benefits of this Roadmap will be:
(1) general availability of a guide for further interoperable technical research and development
(2) which will help to solve the problem of sparse knowledge sharing between the research groups
relating to digital editing and text analysis in Europe
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(3) and which will solve the lack of coordination between these groups
(4) and will help to avoid duplication of tools;
The set of (at least 5) proof of concept web services will help Interedition to:
(5) reach out to scholars in order to improve their possibilities for doing innovative research
(6) and to give them the opportunity to share and combine their separate research, leading to new
collaboration
(7) ideas for new collaboration will also be coordinated by Interedition, resulting in new European
projects
(8) and an increase of end users of digital editing and text analysis tools all through the European
region.
C.5 Target groups/end users
Target groups for the Action are both scholars of literature and those researchers/programmers who
are working or planning to work on the development of tools for those scholars, from as broad a
geographic area (the wider European context) as possible.
(1) Researchers of literature: scholars who are already using digital tools, to ask them to share their
experiences and tools and have them test the solutions Interedition is working towards,
(2) Researchers of literature: scholars who are not using digital tools yet, to have them share their
experiences and frustrations and also test the solutions Interedition has in mind. Usability
(userfriendliness) here is of main importance.
(3) Researchers and/or programmers who are currently building digital tools for scholarly editing:
to focus them implicitly on interoperability (technical guarantee for reusability of the tools they are
building) as well as on usability (userfriendliness of the tools)
(4) From the wider European context: reach out to all scholars and programmers in Europe who
may benefit from the Interedition COST Action.
The likely end users belong to the first target group. Interedition aims to enlarge the group with end
users from the second target group, users of digital editing and text analysis tools on a European
scale with scholars who up till now did not make use of them.
D. SCIENTIFIC PROGRAMME
D.1 Scientific focus
The most important research tasks of the Action are:
(1) to describe the current state of the art in tools development for digital scholarly editing and text
analysis,
(2) to identify the technical aspects for which agreement is needed to guarantee that the tools to be
developed are usable in any other technical, institutional or national context and to arrive at
technical agreement on those points (e.g. import and export format of the files of the text to which
researchers would like to apply certain tools),
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(3) to identify usability aspects which have to be taken into account for the targeted end users, who
cannot be expected to have the same ease in using digital tools as representatives of the ‘hard’
sciences, and
(4) to develop an example implementation of the envisioned technical infrastructural model,
consisting of a small set of web services in a prototypical form (necessary for dissemination to esp.
end users without much experience in using digital tools, and reaching out to new partners).
The expected scientific impact is a considerable advancement of international collaborative literary
research. It will be possible to revive a number of research endeavors that are dormant by lack of
technical infrastructure. The use of delivered tools within the research community will have a
significant methodological impact, resulting in promoting reproducibility of measurements and
research results, also resulting in a more algorithmic modeling approach to literary research.
The human and technical means to achieve the objectives of the Action are the availability of key
researchers and programmers in the field for meetings at different locations in Europe; it would
enhance the productivity of those meetings were it possible for the attendants to access work
stations and developers’ machines to actually test technical solutions that are being discussed;
access to the internet is of course necessary as well.
D.2 Scientific work plan – methods and means
The work plan for the Action will contain the following items: (i) the identification of shared and
reusable functionality, as part of a larger plugin and web service architecture; (ii) the selection of an
adequate stack of web services and grid protocols, together with (iii) the creation of guidelines for
the use of these protocols; (iv) the definition of interfaces for the reusable functions; (v) the
selection of existing software components suitable to be ported or ‘re-wrapped’ for delivery in a
web services based architecture; (vi) identification of promising services for proof-of-concept
implementation, which will be extended as the needs arises. The items will be divided among four
(or if needed five or six) Working Groups.
To some extent the problems to be tackled are technical. The main potential problem is formed by
the rapid changes in grid and web services infrastructure. Architectural choices should therefore
strike a right balance between experiment and stability. Non-technical problems include different
national and institutional traditions and methods in literary studies. The editing environment to be
created should not enforce a single editorial method but rather inspire exchange and cooperation of
different methods.
In successfully dealing with these problems, a platform for edition and literary studies will be
created that is innovative in being open to extension, by partner institutions and non-partners alike.
This program will thus create the foundation for a component-based, flexible platform that will
facilitate the use of electronic resources in literary studies. It will truly be a shared architecture for a
shared heritage.
In deciding on which technical approach is best, the input of end users is of the highest importance.
As to method and means, this implies that experiments play a key role in the gathering of
information by the Working Groups. Feed back from end users, especially about usability, will be
taken into account in making decisions for the roadmap.
The Working Group ‘Prototyping’ will provide at least five example tools which will be provided to
the end users found willing to test and therefore are key to the experimental setting of the Action.
The Working Group ‘Strategic IT Recommendations’ will closely watch the experiments and will
input their evaluations in recommendations for the Working Group ‘Roadmap for Interoperability’,
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whose objective is to generate the roadmap for building the digital infrastructure for scholarly
editing and textual analysis in a way that will guarantee international collaboration and prevent
duplication of tool building in different countries and institutions.
The fourth Working Group, ‘European Dimension’, will actively reach out to other European
countries, disseminating the aims and results of the Action to as broad an audience as possible. The
aim of this Working Group is to invite at least one new partner for each half-yearly meeting, thus
enlarging the group of European partners steadily throughout the Action. The Working Group
‘European Dimension’ will also coordinate new international grant proposals.
The Action will coordinate the scientific discussion on all the topics mentioned. The discussions
will take place by e-mail and on the Interedition discussion forum, but can only lead to concrete
decisions in regular meetings of the Project Manager, members of the Management Committee and
coordinators of the Working Groups.
E. ORGANISATION
E.1 Coordination and organisation
The COST Action is implemented through a concerted Action, which means that the research is
carried out in and financed by the participating countries, while COST provides the necessary
coordination. This means that the preparational work and the actual programming and testing of the
example tools will be done by all scholars and programmers who take part in their institutional
roles, and that the COST Action will take care of the organization of the meetings needed to
evaluate the research and experiments done, discuss and plan ahead, and generate the roadmap with
recommendations for building an internationally shared digital infrastructure for scholarly editing
and textual analysis.
A Management Committee will be installed with the required representatives from each signatory
country and from the non-COST institutions. The Management Committee will supervise and
coordinate the implementation of the Action. A Project Manager will be appointed to take care of
daily business. The Management Committee will establish the necessary Working Groups (more
about them in E.2) and appoint coordinators to them. The different types of coordinative
(research)work will be distributed over the Working Groups. MC and coordinators together will
draw up detailed plans, arrangements for the distribution of tasks, and defining methods for the
different phases of execution of the Action, including the planning and follow up of the Actions
budget.
The Project Manager will be working closely with the coordinators of the Working Groups. They
will convene on a half year basis to evaluate current developments, to plan ahead, and, if necessary,
to adjust plans. They will also be responsible for the staging and continuous updating of the
Interedition website. The website is meant to inform all partners and scholars and programmers
from the target groups of the status of the project and will also enable discussion, the yeast of which
will be taken into account at the meetings. At each of the half year meetings a new interested
partner should be invited, preferably from a non-Western-Europe organisation.
At the kick-off meeting it will be decided whether it is useful to establish an extra Working Group,
functioning as a quarter master for the other working groups taking planning and initiating the other
working groups as its core tasks. The Management Committee initiating this Action calls for open
Working Groups and wants to welcome any humanities researchers or research groups that have an
interest in exploring the possibilities to develop the research infrastructure.
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There are four Milestones, the first a year after the start of the project and the next each a year later.
The Milestones will consist of the presentation of a concept-version of the yearly expanded
Roadmap and of the release of one or two example tools (cf. F, Timetable, for a more exact
planning). At the end of the Action, the tools will be in beta-form and the test results of end users
have been evaluated and taken into account for the guidelines presented in the Roadmap. The
Roadmap will be in its final form.
Milestones
12 months: Roadmap: Concept version, 1, with outlined chapters and topics to be described
Release of Example Tool 1, version alpha
24 months: Roadmap: Version 1.1
Release of Example Tool 1, version beta
Release of Example Tool 2, version alpha
Release of Example Tool 3, version alpha
36 months: Roadmap: Version 1.2
Release of Example Tool 2, version beta
Release of Example Tool 3, version beta
Release of Example Tool 4, version alpha
Release of Example Tool 5, version alpha
48 months, end of Action: Roadmap: Version 2
Release of Example Tool 4, version beta
Release of Example Tool 5, version beta
The members of the Management Committee will play a pivotal role in the coordination of national
research. They will discuss and implement plans for possible common research teams, conferences
and workshops, short-term scientific missions or exchanges between developers’ groups. The
envisaged signatories have already come up with the following ideas for workshops:
- (Collaborative) Digital Text Editing
- Digital Text and Image Annotation
- Electronic transcription of notebooks and modern manuscripts
- Scholarly Annotation Exchange (SANE)
- Automatic comparison of versions of the same text ( Text Collation)
- Electronic edition APIs
- TEI P5 XML for scholarly editions
- Schema Design and Documentation (e.g. with TEI ODD)
- XML Transformation, Querying and Processing (XSLT/XQuery)
- Subversion repository management
- Text Analysis Tools
- Tools for Vocabulary Analysis in Literary Texts
E.2 Working Groups
Four Working Groups will be established: ‘European Dimension’, ‘Prototyping’, ‘Strategic IT
Recommendations’, and ‘Roadmap for Interoperability’.
The Working Group ‘European Dimension’ has three tasks.
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(1) To reach out to ongoing research that might be useful to the objectives of the other Working
Groups (e.g. inventory of existing digital tools for Scholarly practices in the wider European area);
(2) to disseminate the results of the other Working Groups to an audience as large as possible;
(3) and to initiate new grant proposals on an international scale.
The Working Group ‘Prototyping’ has as its tasks
(1) to do applied research into interoperable tools, and
(2) to feed its results into the Work Group ‘Strategic IT Recommendations’.
The Working Group ‘Strategic IT Recommendations’
(1) will evaluate the information of the Working Group ‘Prototyping’
(2) will make use of the inventory of research practices and wishes by the Working Group
‘European Dimension’ and
(3) will combine the evaluations of theory and practice in actual recommendations on IT which will
then be fed into the Working Group ‘Roadmap for Interoperability’.
The Working Group ‘Roadmap for Interoperability’ will use the input of the Working Groups
‘Prototyping’ and ‘Strategic IT Recommendations’ to generate the actual roadmap that will hold
recommendations for building an internationally shared digital infrastructure for scholarly editing
and textual analysis.
If necessary, other Working Groups will be established (cf. E.1).
E.3 Liaison and interaction with other research programmes
At the start of the Action the Management Committee and the Project Manager of the
HyperNietzsche Project will see whether it is efficient to cooperate as to practical things such as
sharing address databases, dissemination, journals, conference, logistics etc. The Working Group
‘European Dimension’ should continuously investigate the existence of projects which could be
‘natural’ partners for the Interedition initiative. Interedition wants to be an open platform for
cooperation and will actively reach out to other projects. One of the objectives of this Working
Group is to invite a new (Eastern-European) partner to each half-yearly meeting.
E.4 Gender balance and involvement of early-stage researchers
This COST Action will respect an appropriate gender balance in all its activities and the
Management Committee will place this as a standard item on all its MC agendas. The Action will
also be committed to considerately involve early-stage researchers. This item will also be placed as
a standard item on all MC agendas.
It is commonly known that young researchers play a key role in changing traditional approaches in
science. This is especially so in the case of new media and the use of digital tools for research
purposes. For Interedition to succeed it is necessary to involve young researchers and providing
them with the knowledge and the tools to help them to establish a digital turn in textual scholarship
and literary research. In several countries the majority of doctoral and post-doctoral researchers in
textual scholarship have been women over the last ten years. It is possible that Interedition will have
to take special care to guarantee enough involvement of male researchers.

F. TIMETABLE
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The Action will have a duration of four years. The Milestones of the Action in its totality are
described under E.1. For each of the four Working Groups, the following timetable is suggested.
Working Group ‘European Dimension’
Year 1: inventory of related projects on a European and global level
Year 2: start of (coordination) of dissemination of first results (e.g. arranging that concrete research
results are presented at suitable conferences)
Year 3: further coordinative tasks of dissemination and reaching out to new partners
Year 4: actively start spreading recommendations and results to interested policy makers and
organisations, disseminate results to interested partners and projects not directly associated with/to
Interedition, publish advice on the continuation of dissemination after Interedition finishes.

Working Group ‘Prototyping’
Year 1: in the kick-off meeting, take a decision on the first three tools to prototype; release the first
version of one of these at the first Milestone
Year 2: release a revised version of the tool(s) delivered in the year before, based on evaluation of
end users and release the first version of two more tools
Year 3: as year 2
Year 4: release a revised version of the tools delivered in the year before; evaluate the results of
tests by end users, and keep the Working Group ‘Strategic IT Recommendations’ informed and on
track.
Working Group ‘Strategic IT Recommendations’
Year 1: provide input for the Working Group ‘Prototyping’ on the example tools to develop
Year 2: theoretical research
Year 3 and 4: documents and recommendations
Working Group ‘Roadmap for Interoperability’
Year 1 and 2: keep the other Working Groups on track through discussions
Year 3: start writing the Roadmap
Year 4: finishing the Roadmap
The COST Action will cover the organization of the meetings in which the Milestones will be
presented. The preparatory work and the actual programming and testing of the example tools will
be done by all scholars and programmers in their institutional roles.
G. ECONOMIC DIMENSION
The following COST countries have actively participated in the preparation of the Action or
otherwise indicated their interest: BE, HR, FR, DE, NL, UK. On the basis of national estimates, the
economic dimension of the activities to be carried out under the Action has been estimated at 9
Million € for the total duration of the Action. This estimate is valid under the assumption that all the
countries mentioned above but no other countries will participate in the Action. Any departure from
this will change the total cost accordingly.
H. DISSEMINATION PLAN
H.1 Who?
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The target audiences for the dissemination of the results of the Action are other researchers working
in the field; other research frameworks; research Institutes and Academia; Standards Bodies (e.g.
the TEI-consortium). Of specific importance for textual scholarship are the subscribers to mailing
lists such as Humanist, Digital Medievalist, Digital Classicist, Antiquist, Corpus Linguistics lists
and related lists. Consortia working towards integration of language and text corpora such as
CLARIN, DARIAH, Digital Historical Corpora, Poetics and Linguistics Association etc.
Further target audiences are European level policy makers; Government policy makers, and
regional planners and policy makers.

Belgium (Flanders):
-FWO (‘Fonds voor Wetenschappelijk Onderzoek’ – Flanders) The central national body in
Flanders (Belgium) for funding of research across a.o. the humanities.
Croatia:
-Croatian Ministry of Science
France:
-Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique (CNRS)
-Ministère de l"Enseignement supérieur et de la Recherche
Germany:
-Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG)
-The German Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF)
Great-Britain:
-AHRC: the Arts and Humanities Research Council. The central national body for funding of
research across the humanities, particularly (but not exclusively) within universities. Within the
AHRC, a strategic initiative for ICT focuses on the impact of digital methods for research.
-JISC: The Joint Information Systems Committee. They coordinate a wide range of digital
initiatives across universities, notably in e-Science.
The Netherlands:
-NWO (Nederlandse Organisatie voor Wetenschappelijk Onderzoek – Netherlands Organisation for
Scientific Research). The central national body in the Netherlands for funding of research across
a.o. the humanities.
H.2 What?
The dissemination methods to be used are
- postings of general information on relevant public websites, directing visitors to the Interedition
website
- posting of working documents on the Interedition website, partly freely available and partly on a
password protected subpage;
- in relation to the Interedition website: an electronic communication network (e.g. an internet
discussion forum);
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- publications: state of the art reports, interim reports, case study reports, proceedings, guidelines,
manuals, final reports;
- events: workshops, seminars and conferences organised by the MC, contributions to other national
and international conferences and symposia;
- articles in peer-reviewed scientific and technical Journals;
- non-technical publications.
H.3 How?
The dissemination of the results will be tuned to the different target groups and end users (cf. C.5).
Although publications are very important, events and workshops are equally or even more
important. For the dissemination of results to target group (1), scholars who are already using
digital tools, the Action will organize presentations on big international humanities computing
conferences (e.g. the yearly Digital Humanities conference). In the presentations the focus will lie
on technical, theoretical and methodological innovations in research.
Target group (2), scholars who are not using digital tools yet, will be approached with presentations
on more general international conferences (e.g. the yearly International Medieval Congress in
Leeds). In their presentations for this target group, scholars participating in the Interedition project
will focus on presenting the advantages of the new digital tools that are being developed. Examples
of their research and examples of the use of the tools have proved to be the best instruction of the
problems. Dissemination will also take place on a national level, in any subdiscipline in the field of
literary research and textual scholarship. Especially young researchers will play an important role in
this method of dissemination. These presentations lead to discussion with researchers in the field
which may yield useful information for the progress of the Action and may lead to new partners.
Presenters will therefore report back after these events and the results from discussions will be
taken into account for the dissemination plan of the Action.
Target group (3), researchers and/or programmers who are currently building digital tools for
scholarly editing, will in most cases already be included in the Interedition network. If projects and
persons unknown to the Action before are met at conferences or elsewhere, they will be informed
about Interedition and, if relevant, invited to join the Action. The same approach goes for target
group (4), scholars and programmers in Europe who may benefit from the Interedition COST
Action.
The dissemination to institutions, standards bodies, etc., will concentrate either on the technical side
of the tools and the problems and solutions, and/or on the research process, showing how scholars
approach tools, why up till now use of the tools was problematic and how Interedition wants to
solve these problems.
Special opportunities for dissemination may be:
-The 150th anniversary of the publication of Darwin"s Origin of Species will be marked by a new
digital variorum, which is under preparation. This anniversary will attract massive publicity.
-2008: Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences (Amsterdam, the Netherlands), 200th
anniversary
-2010: Centre for Scholarly Editing and Document Studies of the Royal Academy of Dutch
Language and Literature (Gent, Belgium), 10th anniversary
-2011: Royal Academy of Dutch Language and Literature (Gent, Belgium), 125th anniversary
____________________
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